PRESS RELEASE
PVI Solar Partners With Hansen Signs For The New Potash
Civic Center Solar Sign…
Solar Power Continues To Push Ahead With New Innovative & Creative Design
Solutions For Solar Power Applications….
Sussex, New Brunswick, Canada
January 15, 2013
PVI Solar LLc. partnered with Hanson Signs to develop a solar signage solution for the
Potash Corp Civic Center Sign.
The solar powered sign measures approximately 120 in. high x 106” in length x 18”
depth. The Civic Center sign consists of internal illumination with push thru illuminated
copy & logos with applied translucent vinyl. The sign utilizes PVI Solar’s proprietary
“Powerline™” solar power management system technology. The solar sign system
includes a guaranteed sustainability protocol to operate perpetually, for a minimum of 6
days with only one day of sunshine. This system utilizes a 100% off grid configuration.
There were 2 driving power to the outlying
signage. Initial proposals proved very costly.
PVI Solar & AGS were able to design a solar
solution to resolve this hurdle. In turn it also
presented a great opportunity for King of
Prussia to exercise their sustainability initiative.
This is ultimately a positive step toward
implementing a city wide supported Green
Initiative.
Hansen Signs located in Exton, PA won the
tender for the manufacture & installation of the
signs for New. AGS is an environmental
graphics manufacturing firm dedicated to
creating products to help people identify,
navigate and understand environments. They
are experienced and knowledgeable in the sign
manufacturing with a main focus on custom
sign manufacturing www.agsinfo.com

“The Entire Project was challenging in
many ways and allowed us the
opportunity to think outside the box
and use our cutting edge solar
technology.”

PVI Solar and its parent company FALA Technologies www.falatech.com are based in
New York’s Mid-Hudson Valley, the emerging solar energy capital of the East Coast. It
is creating advanced solutions for solar applications, by providing a broad range of
products, including commercial signage and lighting. PVI’s revolutionary power
management technology sets a direct course to reliable off-grid power
solutions.www.pvisolar.com

